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The need to uphold the security of information or external property is seems to be a big time
physically challenge in todayâ€™s world of advance technologies. In todayâ€™s circumstances, there is an
augmented importance of security, identification and validation methods have become an important
technology in various business sectors. A large variety of recognition technologies are available and
mostly are in practice for commercial purpose over years.

A facial recognition system is a computer based application for automatically identifying or
authenticating a person from a digital image. One of the ways to do is by comparing selected facial
feature from the image and database. It is normally used in security systems and can be match up
to to other biometrics such as fingerprint or eye iris or voice recognition systems.

Face recognition system is a form of biometrics system, which is used for detection through
recognition system to provide mass security measure. It's a computer based application which is a
digital device and always stock up data in digital format.

The ability to distinguish between the background and the face is of high importance in a facial
recognition system as this enables the system to recognize. Every face has numerous and obvious
features. The person's facial features are compared and assessed by the system, with data
provided in the database. The system makes use of the nodal points, comprising the face print.
These nodal points are measured creating a numerical code that represents the face in the
database. Some of them measured by the system are as follows:

ï•¶	Depth of the eye sockets

ï•¶	Width of the nose

ï•¶	Distance between the eyes

ï•¶	The length of the jaw line

ï•¶	The shape of the cheekbones

Biometric systems are the new terminology introduced to side of business and surprised people
what that heat mapping means. Few People have heard about the term but majority are unaware of
the term, those who knows what heat mapping means but they are surprise how to use heat map
and how they were created.

Fundamentally, a heat map is a graphical illustration by using color, the graphical notation, figure
outs certain business areas where you have set up your workers. This is normally performed by
showing the most popular or glooming side of your services in red and the unpopular in blue. Red is
denoting heat, where blues represents cold; thus the name heat map. A heat mapping is helpful in
scheming out your different planner like security plan, and also helps to manage algorithm of your
working activities arrange it on priority basis. Heat maps basically explain the actual standing of your
activities or services which you are providing to your mass audience, through heat map, you could
be in a better shape to evaluate how people look at the effectiveness and efficiency of the offered
services. Heat Mapping is a strong technology that could locate in imaging and Internet Protocol
technologies ensure that the finding of heat mapping is accurate and the solution which is offered
will meet organizations current objectives and have capable enough to draw future objectives.
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Licence plate recognition systems are an IT based system that identifies humans by using a
biometric system to detect and analyze a person's facial uniqueness when captured by cameras
placed in a public position. Digital screens are equipped with high-resolution wide dynamic range
(WDR) cameras to record and store images of people. The non-invasive facial recognition uses
those images to develop data reports based on audience views, metrics including: gender, age
group, etc.

Personal verification and validation (V&V) methods in practice today are password or personal
identification number (PIN) systems. A biometric identification system, considering facial recognition
technique to identify people by their physiological characteristics, gained considerable importance
because the old systems are feeble to protect system from misrepresentation, theft and lapses in
usersâ€™ memories, facial recognition replaces older pattern.
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